Staff and student volunteers like Jie and Chloe provided a super-smiley welcome to our visitors!

Elsa and Verity all ready for some fun making magical sun-catchers with beautiful autumn leaves!

Nobody was too young to learn how to play the boomwhackers...

Wonderful patterns were created as children (and adults!) made their own wizard’s hat!

Creative collaboration was the name of the game with our big body art drawing mat!

Is it the Wicked Witch? No, it’s former Faculty student Helena, now the CUSU Access Officer!

Faculty of Education—Festival of Ideas 2014 - a total of 289 visitors over 7 days!
On Monday night Rocio Garcia-Carrion and Linda Hargreaves spoke to us about dialogic literary gatherings, with a little help from research project participants Connor, Daniel and Leo.

On Tuesday night Terence Bevington and Luke Roberts had the audience in fierce debate about restorative approaches to conflict in schools.

On Wednesday night Simon Brownhill spoke to us about the ‘brave’ male educator in early years and primary settings.

On Thursday night Clementine Beauvais tackled the topic of ‘gifted’ children and pushy parenting from literary and cultural perspectives.

The fun wasn’t just for children - 151 adults came to visit the Faculty for our evening talks!
Staff and students threw themselves into our magical theme!

We were thrilled to have five of the super-creative BIBAC conference events open to the public as part of the Festival of Ideas this year. Above you can see the Gamelan Semaphores music and dance workshop with Valerie Ross and Jane Turner.

We were delighted that Peter Miles arranged for us to have a visit from Beanz, the Kangawolf!

Visitors (and staff!) were able to have their works of art projected in the street for all to see!

A huge thank you to everybody who helped to make this year’s Festival of Ideas another great success! All of your time, effort and assistance is greatly appreciated.

Jacqui ☺♫